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ABSTRACT

Text mining has the potential of being of great utility to the life-sciences and particularly bioinformatics; it can support and inform studies with information that would otherwise be laborious to collect. The kind of information required is, however, often not found in article abstracts (the traditional source for text mining studies). This is fuelling the move to analysis of full-text articles, which have greater amounts of more detailed information. In this article we outline our approach to full-text mining of biological protocols and the subsequent linking of these with metrics of scientific quality. We also highlight the elements of full-text mining that we believe could benefit from the attention of the wider text mining community.

1 INTRODUCTION

Scientific articles are a rich source of information; they contain experimental methods, results, conclusions, arguments, proposals, algorithms, hypotheses, evidence, citations and many more elements. The information in most scientific articles is, however, only easily available to single human readers of the article. Text mining methods can allow us to capture information from text in a way that simulates elements of the action of human readers (albeit in a simplified and less flexible manner), thus making some of this information available to computational analysis [1-4]. Often the aim of text mining studies is to identify results in text; however the protocol used to derive those results can be just as biologically significant and can represent a valuable element of the study in its own right.

Protocols are important in biological research, not only for describing lab-based experiments but also computational analyses. However there are now so many different ways to complete the same task, that often the choice of methods or software can be more of a choice of habit than a choice of reason. We have been working on ways to inform decisions in the design of biological experiments by linking article-extracted protocols to metrics of scientific quality. We believe this can enable a new approach to experimental design centred on literature-based validation of protocol quality.

Here we present our work on a case study attempting to inform the practice of researchers in the discipline of molecular phylogenetics by automatically extracting and building representations of phylogenetic protocols from a large collection (21,866) of full-text articles. We then attempt to link these with quality metrics to allow suggestion of good quality protocols to the entire discipline. Our aim in this paper is not to present our work in the traditional style, but rather to highlight the aspects we believe could gain most benefit from the text mining community and those that offer new opportunities for the future.

2 MINING FULL-TEXT

In the past most text mining studies have made use of text content that is more readily available (abstracts) rather than the more informative full-text [5-7]. Abstracts are indeed useful [3, 7], being widely available and providing a concise, information dense summary of the work, but they lack the richness of information required by some newly emerging text mining studies [1, 8-11]. Methods are very rarely mentioned in abstracts and only described in a very basic way if they are mentioned. Therefore we knew from the beginning of our work that access to and analysis of full-text articles would be required.

A major limiting factor in full-text mining is access to the electronic version of full-text articles [5, 6, 12]. There are still restrictions imposed by publisher license agreements that prevent large-scale content retrieval; this difficulty is often augmented by technical issues relating to the automation of document retrievals through interfaces designed for single human users. Furthermore, reaching individual agreements with publishers for access to content can be a prohibitively complex and time-consuming task, especially if your collection of articles spans many journals [1, 8, 10-12] and therefore many publishers. Recent trends in science publishing, especially in relation to free access to publicly-funded research have improved access to full-text articles considerably. This is mostly attributable to the open access publishing movement, the publishers who support it (BMC and PLoS) and the initiatives [13, 14] and public repositories (PMC, UKPMC and arXiv) who support open access to the output of publicly-funded scientific research. The amount of text mining research published that makes use of full-text article collections [1, 2, 8, 10, 15] is, however, still limited [1, 5]; given the large range of useful information elements present in full-text but absent in abstracts (fig.1), this seems an unsustainable situation.

We collected a set of journal articles in PDF format identified by a PubMed search for “phylogen*[Title/Abstract] AND (full text[sh])”. These were collected using automated download tools [16, 17], these typically used web spider methods to seek out full-text files from an original PubMed search. However due to download restrictions with Quosa and stability issues with BioRat we also had to develop our own download agent. Our original PubMed search resulted in 27,259 results, which yielded 24,494 different articles in PDF format. The difference is attributable to incorrect PubMed “link out” data and software difficulties with finding the PDF version of the article from the original link. Of...
these 21,866 yielded usable plain text, after extraction with the executable ‘pdftotext’ [18].

3 SEARCHING IN THE RIGHT PLACE

Scientific articles follow a structure first developed to support the efficient communication of a piece of research based on its fidelity to the scientific method. In most cases it is therefore appropriate to include passages of text that can form the Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion sections of the article. There are exceptions to this rule; for example a review article may not describe any Methods. It should also be stressed that some journals do not provide titles for their sections, this is especially common in compact format journals, such as Science and Nature. Finally it is also common for sections to be labelled according to their specific subject (such as this section) rather than the scientific aim of the section, this often depends on the broad aims of the paper (e.g. review, short article or research article) and where the article is to published or presented.

Scientific authors do, in the majority of cases, follow the basic principles of the scientific article structure and assign information accurately to each section. We can profit from this accuracy of information assignment by exploiting what we know about the structure of the archetypal scientific article to direct text mining activities to sections of text that are most likely to contain the information that we are interested in [3, fig. 1, 7]. The Introduction or Background section will contain information that is not unique to the article, it will most often discuss previous research in the area often comparing and contrasting the results with subjective commentary on these results from the present authors. Furthermore the Introduction will commonly outline the aims and theoretical basis of the piece of research. The Methods or Materials and Methods section has a clear aim that involves the often highly technical description of the physical implementation of the piece of research it will also describe any assumptions or simplifications made. The Results section again has a clear aim; the presentation of the new scientific information derived specifically from the piece of research in question, this section will on occasion discuss relationships between these results but will not refer to the wider meaning of the data. The discussion section attempts to derive meaning from the data presented in the Results section, it also discusses how these results fit in with current thinking in the field, that may have been discussed in the Introduction. Article sections are not merely structural elements of an article, but instead represent a valuable semantically rich link between the text of an article and the scientific method.

To help with our extraction of biological protocols, we created a text classifier [19] that would label bits of text according to their membership or textual similarity to one of the standard scientific article sections. In this case because we were only interested in methods we screened articles for sections that were classified as ‘Methods’ and then passed these on for further analysis. This has similarity with zone analysis [20-22], whereby fragments of text are classified into one of a detailed set of classes, described by an annotation scheme [20, 22]. We feel our approach, although less detailed, provides a useful starting point for many text mining studies, furthermore our classifier was trained in an automated manner, reducing difficulties with lengthy annotation tasks and inter-annotator agreement. Additionally, our classifier was trained on all currently available open access articles from PMC (48,105 articles, 330 journals) and therefore has a set of training data, applicable to most disciplines of biological science. Finally we have made our classifier available through a SOAP/web service interface, a browser-based interface for testing and as a downloadable Java application (with a GUI) for local use [23].

Using a training data set of half our PMC article collection, we assessed the accuracy of our classifier to label sections in the other half of the article collection. Verification of classification results was performed by surveying and counting all section titles from all articles, and manually grouping them together according to which of the archetypal section types that they correspond. For example the section titles “Methods”, “Materials and methods” and “Implementation” can be reliably mapped to the Methods section type. All section titles that occurred more than 50 times and could be reliably mapped to a section type were included. This reduced our ability to test the classifier on all article sections (50,894 out of 92,647), but it did allow us to be confident in the calculated accuracy of the classifier. In total, 84.1% of all sections were correctly classified (15.9% incorrect). The best overall results come from the Methods class, with the highest f-measure (0.8807) and recall (0.9731) values. The best precision (0.9368) is achieved in the Discussion class which also exhibits the lowest recall (0.7472). The lowest precision (0.7649) and f-measure (0.8197) values came from the Introduction class.

Interestingly we found that the use of a stop word list when training our classifier was detrimental to its performance. With some words which commonly appear in standard stop word lists [24] being the most informative for discriminating between sections (table 1). This may also be a product of our use of counts of words rather than just a vector of unique words for training the classifier. This means you can derive the likelihood of each section label based on how many times a word occurs, which is far more suited to the common words included in a stop word list, rather than a binary present or not present system, which is less informative for common words.
One of the main reasons we had to limit our analysis to Methods section text was the large number of false positive matches, we detected in a preliminary analysis (without a section classifier) to terms important to the description of phylogenetic protocols. This kind of problem has been reported previously [3] and our solution was to limit our analysis to only Methods section text.

**4 MODELLING BIOLOGICAL PROTOCOLS**

Our approach to capturing protocols [8] from the phylogenetics literature was to first construct a model (fig.2) of a typical protocol and then use it to structure our extracted information and populate the model with matches to terms important in the description of phylogenetic protocols [25]. We take the set of important methodological detail for 50 randomly chosen articles from our corpus. We annotated all pieces of text that referred to any of the phylogenetic terms found in the controlled vocabulary. The phylogenetic terms found in the methods are inferred automatically from the text of the methods described in an article. The phylogenetic terms found in the methods are inferred to describe a task or part of a task and the collection of these tasks is what we term the protocol. Our protocol model (fig.2) allows us to organise method terms according to the order in which they would have been used in the experiment rather than their order in the text. The model also allows us to collect partial protocols from articles where some of the method terms are either, not found by automated analysis, missing from the text entirely (due to poorly communicated methods) or are unnecessary for the analysis described (not all analyses require all 4 of the stages). We believe that our structured approach to capturing protocols from full-text articles could be applied to any discipline of science where the methods used can be broken down into individual sequential stages. For example, a simple task to sequence a genomic region from a single fruit fly could be broken down into; DNA extraction, purification, amplification, sequencing and chromatogram analysis. As with a phylogenetic protocol several terms could map on to each one of these stages, for example, PCR or bacterial cloning could be used in the amplification step.

To test the accuracy of our term matching process we manually annotated the methods section or section of text most descriptive of methodological detail for 50 randomly chosen articles from our corpus. We annotated all pieces of text that referred to any of the phylogenetic entities that are present in the controlled vocabulary. We then used a measure of ‘expertness’ in the field of phylogenetics (individual contribution of literature to the field) to help us identify which protocols may be seen as ‘good quality’ or have certainly been subject to the highest level of peer review [8]. We then presented these and suggested that they could form the basis of a protocol for any researcher working in phylogenetics. Finally, we have also done some work on creating further quality metrics for ranking protocols; these include the use of citation data.

---

**Figure 2:** A model of the archetypal phylogenetic experiment, with an example representation of a protocol in text form. Protocol elements are coloured according to their stage (1 to 4) in the model.

The controlled vocabulary is an XML document that arranges these terms according to the order in which they are described (not all analyses require all 4 of the stages). We believe that practice in phylogenetics (the choice and use of certain protocols) is being heavily influenced by community structure in the discipline, and that new protocols, methods and software remain in a local community of researchers when they could be of benefit to the whole discipline.

We then used a measure of ‘expertness’ in the field of phylogenetics (individual contribution of literature to the field), to help us identify which protocols may be seen as ‘good quality’ or have certainly been subject to the highest level of peer review [8]. We then presented these and suggested that they could form the basis of a protocol for any researcher working in phylogenetics. Finally, we have also done some work on creating further quality metrics for ranking protocols; these include the use of citation data.
5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We see text mining of experimental methods and protocols as an area that offers many possible challenges to the text mining community. The first challenge that we encountered was how to capture elements of experimental context. By context we mean elements of the work that can have a direct effect on the kind of protocol that would be appropriate for the work (e.g. data set size, level of detail required in results, the specific aims of the study). Some elements of context were relatively straightforward to capture; such as journal of publication and author seniority, however we would require more information to be able to truly capture the nature of an experiment. We see this kind of information being useful in automated protocol suggestion system, where a user would answer a series of questions pertaining to their proposed experiment, and the system could then provide a protocol tailored to the users specific needs.

We also believe that phylogenetic term matching, which is essentially a named-entity recognition task, could be improved by more advanced text mining methods, especially with the use of part-of-speech tagging for assessing the linguistic context of term matches and possibly machine learning methods for identifying terms themselves, however this would require annotated training data.

Here we have illustrated our approach to address a real biological problem with text mining methods. We have also highlighted the areas of our work that we feel could greatly benefit from increased input from the text mining community, especially in reference to the analysis of experimental methods and protocols. We hope that full-text will increasingly be used by the text mining community for the simple reason that it conveys far more and varied information, however we are aware that some technical and theoretical difficulties do remain. Therefore we have attempted to highlight the specific technical issues associated with full-text and some ways that we have found to circumvent them.
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